FIGURE 1 LOCK-UP DEVICES CONFORM T O THE GRADUAL MOVEME NTS OF A BRIDGE BUT REMA IN RIGID DURING SEISMIC ACTIVITY.

THE TECHNOLOGY
The maintenance-free LUDS, manufactured by Colebrand, Ltd, London, provides a temporary rigid link between the deck and supporting abutments and piers of a bridge so that under fast-acting and short duration seismic, traction, braking or accidental forces, the load is shared between the supports. The devices work by means of a piston-
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Connection and -rod configuration housed inside a compound-filled noncorrosive cylinder. During slow movements such as thermal expansion or contraction, the liquefied compound gradually migrates from one side of the piston to the other, allowing the piston and cylinder to expand or contract with the structure. Under slow acting thermal, shrinkage or creep movements the Colebrand LUD no longer acts as a rigid link and moves with the deck. The LUD does not absorb energy. The unique property of the Colebrand LUD is that it can accommodate slow thermal movements whilst remaining instantly responsive to transmit and share shock loads with benefit between those elements. The LUD consists of an enclosed steel cylinder containing a loose-fitting piston fixed to a transmission rod. The cylinder is packed with a specially formulated Colebrand compound. The cylinder is filled with an unpressurized silicon-based compound that can flow around the piston to accommodate slow thermal movements. The key characteristic of the LUD is that, under the action of a sudden load from whatever source or axial direction such as an earthquake, no transfer of material takes place through the annular space. The compound does not adjust quickly to accommodate the movement, and it essentially locks up to stabilize the structure. The result is that the piston and cylinder are effectively locked together, thus providing a temporary fixed link. © Purdue University
FIGURE 3 COLEBRAND LUD'S ARE NORMALLY USED ON BRIDGES , HOWEVER THEY CAN BE INSTALLED ON ANY STRUCTURE THAT REQUIRES OR WILL BENEFIT FROM THE TRANSMISSION OF DYNAMIC/SHOCK LOADS THE BENEFITS
The Colebrand LUD is simple to install, and provides a controlled rigid/flexible link between the superstructure (deck) and substructure (abutments, piers, columns, etc.) of a bridge. This allows fast acting, dynamic/shock loading (e.g. traction, braking, seismic, impact, wind) to be distributed or shared among the whole structure. Under slow acting dynamic loadings (e.g. thermal expansion/ contraction, shrinkage, creep) the Colebrand LUD remains passive and allows the structure to move. 
STATUS
Four innovative lock-up devices (LUD) were installed on a bridge in southern Illinois on August 1999, making this demonstration site the first in the United States where Colebrand LUDs were used. This technology has been utilized in several places around the globe, yet not in the United States before this time. The three-span structure used for the LUD demonstration is a continuous steel girder near the New Madrid fault system in southern Illinois. Following list is the list of completed and in progress projects
